AGRICULTURE IN LATIN AMERICA: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

**Addenda et corrigenda**

**Table 2, page 5**
For "population" read "agricultural production" and for "agricultural production" read "population"

**Table 5, page 11**
Change figure of Western Europe, foods and forage from an annual rate of 8.2 to 2.2

**Page 19, para. 3**
Second last line: delete "excessively"; insert "very"

**Table 11, page 22**
Change figure for Colombian cotton imports 1958-60 from 6.9 to 5.9; insert at the end of the column - meat - other countries 37.7 38.1 101

**Page 69, para. 3**
Line 7: delete 1957 and insert 1975

**Page 97, para. 2**
Line 8: delete "The principle of spiralling in a favourable sense will go far towards smoothing the path once the initial impulse has been generated and communicated", and insert "These changes once made will have a cumulative effect which will facilitate further development"

**Page 100, line 4**
Delete "uses it also without any concern for its conservation" and insert "is unable to concern himself with its conservation"

**Page 101, line 2**
Delete "under-employed"; insert "the under-employment"

**Page 101, para. 1, line 20**
Delete "farmer"; insert "employer"
Delete "farmer"; insert "owner"

Delete all the paragraph and insert "Opposed to this very small group is to be found the lower social groups, embracing the vast mass of the rural population. These groups differ according to the country and type of farming"

Delete "large scale distribution" and insert "large scale sub-division"

Delete "unity" and insert "large unit"

Delete "is" and insert "saturation point appears to have been reached. As far as coffee is concerned it is calculated that per caput consumption"

Delete "industrial"; insert "agricultural"